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A P R I L 1881.
X X X I I I . On tile Electric and Magnetic Effectsproduced b3tthe
Motion of Electrified Bodies. By J. J. THo~Iso~ B . A ,

2fellow of Trinit2/ College~ Cambridge*.
§ 1. ][-N the interesting experiments recently made by Mr.
_IL Crookes (Phil. Trans. 1879, parts 1 and 2) and Dr.
Goldstein (Phil. Mag. Sept. and Oct. 1880) on "Electric
Discharges in High Vacua," particles of matter highly charged
with electricity and moving with great velocities form a pronfinent feature in the phenomena ; and a large portion of the
investigations consists of experiments on /,he action of such
particles on each other, and their behaviour when under the
influence of a magnet. It seems therefore to be of some
interest, both as a test of the theory and as a guide to future
experiments, to take some theory of electrical action and find
what, according to it, is the force existing between two moving
electrified bodies, what is the magnetic force produced by such
a moving body, and in what way the body is ai~cted by a
magnet. The following paper is an attempt to solve these
problems, taking as the basis Maxwell's theory that variations
in the electric displacement in a dielectric produce ei~?cts
analogous to those produced by ordinary currents flowing
through conductors.
For simplicity of calculation we shall suppose all the moving
bodies ~o be spherical.
* Communicatedby the Author.

lP]Lil. Mug. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 68. April 1881.
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§ 2. The first case we shall consider is that of a charged
sphere moving through an unlimited space filled with a medimn
of specific inductL e capacity K.
The charged sphere will produce an electric displacement
throtighout the field; and as the sphere moves the magnitude
of this displacement at any point will vary. Now, according
to Maxwell's theory, a variation in the electric displacement
produces the same effect as an electric current; and a field in
which electric currents exist is a seat of energy; hence the
motion of the charged sphere has developed energy, and consequently the charged sphere must experience a resistance as
it moves through the dielectric. But as the theory of the
variation of the electric displacement does not take into account
any thing corresponding to resistance in conductors, there can
be no dissipation of energy through the medium; hence the
resistance cannot be analogous to an ordinary fl'ictional resistance, but must correspond to the resistance theoretically experienced by a solid in moving through a perfect fluid. In
other words, it must be equivalent to an increase in the mass
of the charged moving sphere, which we now proceed to calculate.
Let a be the radius of the moving sphere, e the charge on
the sphere, and let us suppose that the sphere is moving
parallel to the axis of x with the velocity p ; let $, V, ~ be the
coordinates of the centre of the sphere ; let f , g, h be the components of the electric displacement along the axes of x, y, z
respectively at a point whose distance from the centre of the
sphere is p, p being greater than a. Then, neglecting the
self-induction of the system (since the electromotive forces it
produces are small compared with those due to the direct action
of the charged sphere), we have
edl

f=

dx

g=

edl
4~r dy p'

1,__

e

dl

a . d-i
therefore
d.f__
dt
rig_
dt
dh
dt

ep d ~ 1
4~r dx d~ p'
ep d 2 1
-,
47r d~ dy p
e d2 1
47r d~ dz p '
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hence

df _ ep d~ l
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dg
- - - " = ep
~ d2_ _ 1 ~
dt
4vr dx d~l p'
dh_e_d 2 1 [
dt
4~rdx dz p j

. . . . .

(1)

Using Maxwell's notation~ let F, G, H be the components
of the vector-potential at any point; then, by ~Electricity and
Magnetism,' § 616,

dx dy dz,

F=t~

G---~ !.!.! ; dx dy dz,

where u~ v~ w are tile components of the electric current
through the clement dx dy dz, and pl is the distance of that
element from the point at which the values of F, G~ H are
required~/~ is the coefficient of magnetic permeability. In
the case under consideration,

d/

r =. f y f
substituting for ~t its value from equation (1), we get

F=ltepff(1

4 ,j22 Y

d~ l dxdydz '

o

with similar expressions for G and H.
Let us proceed to calculate the value of F at a point P.

Let O be the centre of the sphere; then OQ.=p~ PQ=p',

OP=R,
82

~32
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-

N

~

3 3 3 ~ Q d~ ~

d~ 1 Y~
ow ~ : ~ = ~-, where Y2 is a surface harmonic of the second

order.

And when p > R,
1

1+ ~ Q

R~
+7

;

and when p < R~
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1

~=

1

p~

~ + i~Q:+ ~Q~+...;

where Q1, Q~, &e. are zonal harmonics of the first and second
orders respectively referred to O1J as axis.
Let Y'~ denote the value of Y~ along OP. Then, since
SYnQ,.ds~ integrated over a sphere of unit radius, is zero
47r"
when n and m are different, and 2"n-+--1 yi,~ when n = m , y i
being the value of ¥~ at the pole of Q~, and since there is no
electric displacement within the sphere,

_=_~ I

5

a~

o b as it is more convenient to write it,

~ep (SW

a~'~ d' 1

~R"
By symmetry, the corresponding values of G and H are

It

tzep/SR ~

a"~ d ~

1

These values, however, do not satisfy the condition
dF + dG

d~

dtt

~ + -dT~=°"

2t~ep
If, howeveb we add to F the term ~3-R-~ this condition will

be satisfied ; while, since the term satisfies Laplace's equation~
the other conditions will not be affected : thus we have finally
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for points outside the sphere,
a'2"~d 2 1 2gep
~ ) Tx~ ~ + X f f '
#ep (SR ~

a~

d~

(2)

1

5\ 6
uep / 5 W
tI= ~ - ~ g
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G=

dx dz R
J
Now, by ~Electricity and Magnetism,' § 634, T the kinetic
energy
= ½~ I 1 (Fu + Gv + I-Iw)dx dy dz,

in our case,
_ l [ ' f [ ' [ F d._f
dl~t~dxdydz"
-~JJJ\
dt + G ~ + t t d t ]
:Now
7/*

substituting for F and d~'

k~;)d~@d-',

= { ~o~-JJJ k
since &e term
,~p' f f f l d' l d~@d~
~:;-jjj
;. ~ ;
evidently vanishes.
Transforming to polars and faking the axis of x as the
initial line, the above integral
=/~e~P2 f~" ~* f ® (562
407r,)0 do d,
-- 75a '
l['l'[',~dg, , ,

~)(3c°s:O--e)'sinOdrdOdd p
r4

Ize'2P~i'~'('/5 2 a : \ / - d- 2 I- V 2d x

@

dz.

By transforming to polars, as before, we may show that this
____./ze~ 2.
25a
Similarly,

½y~yH dh da dy dz = I~e2P'~.
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.'. T, the kinetic energy due to the electrification

+.

_

dxdvdz

21~e:p~
--

15a"
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Henc% if m be the mass of the spher% the whole kinetic
energy
=

--+15

a]P~;

. . . . .

(3)

or the effect of the electrification is the same as if the mass of
4 tte2
the sphere were increased~ by 15- a - ' or, if V be the potential
of the sphere, by i~/~KW:a"
To form some idea of what the increase of mass could amount
to in the most favourable cas% let us suppose the earth electrified to the highest potential possible without discharge, and
calculate the consequent increase in mass. According to Dr.
Macfarlane's experiments, published in the Philosophical
Magazine for December 1880, the electric force in air at ordinary temperatures and pressures must not exceed 3 x 1012
(electromagnetic system of units). The electric force just
outside the sphere is V / a ; hence the greatest possible value
of V is 3 × 1012a, where a is the radius of the earth. 1)utting
1
this value for V~/~=1, K = 9.103o, a = 6 " 4 × 108~ we get for
the corresponding value of the increase of mass 7 x l0 s grins.,
or about 650 tons, a mass which is quite insignificant when
compared with the mass of the earth.
For spheres of different sizes, the greatest increase in mass
varies as the cube of the radius; hence the ratio of this increase
to the whole mass of the sphere is constant for all spheres of
the same material ; for spheres of different materials the ratio
varies inversely as the density of the material.
If the body moves so that its velocities parallel to the axes
of x~ y~ z respectively are 29, q, r~ then it is evident that the
effect of the electrification will be equivalent to an increase of
4/~K2V2a(p2 + q2 + r 3) in the mass of the sphere.
§ 3. To find the magnetic force produced by the moving
sphere at any point in the field. By equations (2) we have,
for points outside the spher%

.Effects produced by the Motion of Electrified Bodies.
2
~ep (5R 2 a ~ d 2 1
~]~x'~ +~
~'
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~ '
~ e.~.
2 / dx dr R
Now if a, B, ~/be the components of the magnetic induction
at the point (x, y, z),
dtt
dG
a---- dy
dz =0,

dF
dG
~= d~

dH

~epz

dF_~epy
du -- ~ -

d I
d 1

= - - ~ e p ~ ~.

Hence we see, by symmetry, that if the sphere move with velocity ~ parallel to the axis of y~ the corresponding values would
be
dl
B=0~
d 1
and if it moved with velocity r parallel to the axis of z~ the corresponding values would be
dl

~]~er~ ~

d 1
f~-~- --~er ~x R'
~/----0.
Henc% if p, q, r be the components of the velocity of the
centre of the sphere parallel to the axes of x~ y~ z respectively,
the components of magnetic induction are
1
d 1

1

d 1
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or they may also be written
tie
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,e

(4)

Comparing these expressions with those given by Ampbre
for the magnetic force produced by a current, we see that the
magnetic force due to the moving sphere is the same as that
produced per unit length of a current whose intensity" is
t~e~/jo~+ q~+ r ~, situated at the centre of the sphere, the direction of the positive current coinciding with the direction of
motion of the sphere. The resultant m~guetic force produced
by the sphere at any point is ~o~esin e/p 2, o~ being the velocity of the sphere, and e the angle between the direction of
motion of the sphere and the radius vector p drawn from the
centre of the sphere to the point; the direction of the force is
perpendicular both to the direction of motion of the sphere
and the radius vector from the centre of the sphere to the
point; and the direction of the force and the direction of motion
are related to each other like translation and rotation in a
right-handed screw.
It may be useflfl to form a rough nmnerieal idea of the
magnitude of the greatest magnetic force which eouId be produced by a moving charged sphere. The greatest value of' the
force =t~KVaco/p "~, where a is the radius and V the potential
of the sphere. Now if F be the greatest electric force which
can exist without discharge, the greatest value of V is Fa.
According to Mr. lVIacfarlane's experiments F is~ roughly
1
speaking, about 3 x 10~ t~K-- 9 × 10:° ; substituting these
values~ the greatest value of the magnetic force becomes
la2co
Now a cannot be greater than unity ; so the greatest
30210~"
p
value of the force is co/3 x 10s. If the sphere were attached
to an arm of such length that it described a metre in each
complete revolution of the arm~ and if the arm were to make
100 revolutions a second, ~o would equal 10~ and the greatest
magnetic force would be 1/3 x 104='000033. Prof. Rowland,
in his experiments on the magnetic effects of electric convection~ measured a magnetic force only about one tenth of this.
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The result we have just obtained (viz. that a moving body
charged with electricity produces the effect of an electric current) shows that Prof. Rowland's experiments on electric convection are in agreement with Maxwell's theory.
§ 4. The fact that a moving body charged with electricity
produces a vector-potential in the field through which it is
moving, suggests a possible theory of the cause of the green
phosphorescence observed in vacumn-tubes at the places where
the molecular streams strike the glass, different from that put
forward by Mr. Crookes. It will be seen from the above work
that the moving particle produces a vector-potential whose
value depends on the velocity of the moving body. Now,
when a particle strikes the glass directly, its velocity is reversed
and the vector-potential changes sign; thus during the short
time occupied by the collision the vector-potential must be
changing very rapidly. But any change in the vector-potential produces a corresponding electromotive force, and thus
the glass against which the molecules impinge is subjected to
a rapidly varying electromotive force. But this~ if Maxwell's
electromagnetic theory of light be true, is exactly what it is
subjected to when a beam of light falls upon it, which we
know is the ordinary method of exciting phosphorescence.
Stokes's law, that the period of the vibrations exciting the
phosphorescence is smaller than the period of the emitted
light, compels us to assume that at some period of the collision
the velocity of the moving particle is changing at a greater
rate than the rate of vibration of green light : in our present
state of knowledge, however, there seems nothing impossible
in this. This, too, would explain the following difficulty:Since we have every reason for supposing the discharge in a
vacuum-tube to be discontinuous, the vector-potential due to
electricity moving through the tube will vary, producing a
varying electromotive force all over the tube ; another varying
electromotive force will be produced by the action of the
charge on the electrodes. :Now it may be asked~ why, if the
above theory be true, does not this variable electromotive force
make the whole tube phosphoresce, instead of the phosphorescence being confined to the places where the molecular
streams strike the glass. But Spottiswoode and Moulton have
proved (see Phil. Trans. for 1879, part 2) that the time occupied by the negative discharge is greater than the time occupied
by the particles in going the length of the tube. Hence, even
if we made the extravagant assumption that these molecules
travel with a velocity as great as that of light, the time of discharge, and consequently the period of the electromotive force,
would be greater than the period of vibration of light whose

238
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wave-length was the length of the tube, and so, by Stokes's
law, could not produce a luminous phosphorescence.
It may be useful to form a rough estimate of the electromotive force which could be produced by a moving particle.
By equation (1) we see, if the particle be moving parallel
to the axis of x with velocity 29, that the greatest value of F
at a point distant R from the centre of the particle is

Downloaded by [RMIT University] at 16:23 16 August 2013

Now the greatest value ofe~ as befor% is K x 3 x 1012 x a ~,

i
# K = -9 x 1020 ;
hence the greatest value of F at the surface of the particle
- -

3 x 4 x 1012pa.
5 x 9 x 102o

:Now during the collision let us representp by P0 cos kr, where
2~r is less than the period of vibration of green light; R must
k
be therefore at least 3 x 1015; for a particle of air a is of the
order 10-7. Substituting, we get
dF
dt --

4 x 10~ ,,
.
1-5 -x ~-~zO ~Po sm Rt ;

dF
or the maximum value of -~- is
4 x 3 x 10 ~°
15 x 1020 P°=~P°"
:Now at present we know nothing about Po ; but it must be
very much greater than the mean velocity of the air-molecule 6
which is about 5 x 104 ; if we substitute this value for i~, we
get the maximum value of dF
dt or the maximum electromotive
force to be about 4 × 10a, or about ~
of a volt per centimetre. Now~ for sunlight the maximum electromotive force
is about 6 volts per centimetre (Maxwell's 'Electricity and
Magnetisms' § 793) ; and when we consider the immense number of particles which must be striking the glass at each instant, we have no difficulty in conceiving that the magnitude of
the electromotive force due to the moving partic]e may be sufficient to cause phosphorescence. To show the rapi~lity with
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which these electromotive forces diminish with the distance,
we will take the case of a particle stopped by a screen at a
distance of T~t~ of a millimetre from the glass, and compare
the electromotive force at the glass with the electromotive
force which would be produced at the glass if there were no
screen. By substituting in the formula giving the electromotive
force, we find that the electromotive force at the glass when
the screen is present is only about Toooo-J---of what it is when
the screen is away ; and as the intensity of the phosphorescence
will vat Y as the s qu a r e of the electromotive force ,. we see
. that
.
when the screen is present the phosphorescence is qmte imperceptible. This explains an experiment of Goldstcin's, in
which he coated the glass with a layer of collodion whose
thickness he estimated at a few hundredths of a millimetre,
and found the glass behind quite black.
§ 5. To find the effect produced by a magnet on a moving
electrified~sphere. To do this we shall calculate the kinetic
energy of the system ; we can then, by means of Lagrange's
equations, calculate the force on the sphere.
Let a,/3, 7 be the components of magnetic induction, at,
/31, 71 the components of magnetic force ; if A, B, C be the
components of magnetization,
a=al+4rrA,

f~=flt+4~rB,

7=~1+47rC.

The kinetic energy of the system

To get the force on the sphere due to the magnet, we only
want that part of the kinetic energy which involves both the
coordinates of the sphere and the coordinates of the magnet.
We may write the kinetic energy as

Let F~ G ~, t t ~ be the components of the vector-potential
due to the magnet alone ; then, by equation (4),

a___tze(rd 1
t3 = ~e

d 1)

dH'

(pd 1
d ~ ) dF'
T: R - ~ ~
+ PFz

dG' "]
dl~'
dx '

~ = , e q ~ ~ - p ~ ~ + d-~----~" ]
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The part of the kinetic energy we are concerned with will
evidently be
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i d

d ~ :/dF'

dI:,.~

+
Let us take the first integral first~ and take the term depending on p ; this is

Integrating by parts this becomes

~ef
+ tteP

" dH~

i'~

d [dF t

~
dG f

dx dz

dF~

dH"~

4~. ..~.j __ ~ k d~ + -~-y + - ~ /

d~

~ dx dy dz.

The surface-integrals are to be taken over the surface of the
sphere; and the triple integral is to be taken throughout all
space exterior to the sphere.
I f the sphere be so small that we may substitute for the
dF ~
values of Ft~ -d~x' &c. at the surface their values at the centre
of the sphere, the first surface-integral -----/xepF~, where F~: is
the value of F z at the centre of the sphere ; the second surfaceintegral vanishes, and the triple integral also vanishes, since
d2 1
d '~ 1
ar~ 1

d---~ K + ~ K

+ ~ R =0,

and
dF~ dG~ dH~ 0
d~+~ff+--~-z
---- •
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The part depending on p in the second integral

_1

_

Cd

or (see ~axwell's 'Electricity and Magnetisms' § 405)

--_ _ Ixep FI1.
2

Adding this to the term t~epF'l already obtained, we get

/~ep F/1 as the part of the kinetic energy depending on p.
Downloaded by [RMIT University] at 16:23 16 August 2013

2

We have evidently sinfilar expressions for the parts of the
kinetic energy depending on q and r. Hence the part of the
kinetic energy with which we are concerned will
= -~. (F'Ip + Grlq + HI,r).
By Lagrange's equations, the force on the sphere parallel to
the axis of x
dT d dT
dx dt dic
_ tLe { dF'l
dG'~
dH'~ dF'~ }
- - 2 - P - - ~ - + q - d x + r dx
dt
_~_(pge dFI1 + q dGfl + r dH/1
dF/1
dF/1
~
-

~{
=

~-P~V~ -~-y -r

~

dx

fdG'l

dF'l~

qt~

@)--rt,

fdF',

d.

J}

dH'l'~

d~

d~,,}

/xe
=

~- (qcl--rbl).

Similarly, the force parallel to the axis ofy
/~e
= -~-(ral-pcl),

. . . . . .

(5)

the force parallel to the axis of z
_ p,c
-- ~ (pbr-qal),
where al, bl, ci are the components of magnetic induction at
the centre of the sphere due to the external magnet. These
forces are the same as would act on unit length of a conductor
at the centre of the sphere carrying a current whose components are V '

V'--2-'/~er

The resultant forc6 is perpendi-

242
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cular to the direction of motion of the sphere and to the magnetic induction ; and if oJ be the resultant velocity of the
sphere, and 8 the angle between the direction of motion of the
sphere and the direction of magnetic induction, the magnitude
of the force
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=~toJa2+b2+c2sin

8.

It will be useful to endeavour to calculate the magnitude
of this force on a particle of air moving in a vacuum-tube;
although our knowledge of the magnitude of several of the
quantities involved is so vague that our result must only be
looked upon as showing that the force is of an order great
enough to produce appreciable effects, and must not be looked
upon as having any quantitative value.
Let us suppose that the mass of a molecule of air is 10 -2~
(C.G.S. system) ; that a, the radius of the molecule, ---- 10-7;
that, as before, e = K × 3 × 10na~= K × 3 × 10 -9 (this quantity
is probably enormously underrated) ; and as we know nothing
about the velocity of the charged particles, let us assume it to
be the mean velocity of the air-molecules, viz. 4 x 10 -~. We
shall suppose the vacumn-tube placed in a magnetic field
whose strength is 10 a. Then, by the formula, the acceleration of the particle of air when the magnetic force is at right
angles to its path is about 107; this acceleration would produce a deflection of about 2 millims, per decimetre of path, a
deflection which could easily be observed. We know from
the experiments of Mr. Crookes and others that a magnet produces very decided deflections of the molecular streams; and
the direction of the deflections (see Phil. Trans. 1879, part 1,
pp. 154 & 156) agrees with that given by formuhe (5), if we
suppose that the particles projected from the negative pole are
negatively charged.
§ 6. Let us now calculate the expression given by Maxwell's theory for the force between two charged moving parfloes.
Let u, v, w be the components of the velocity of the centre
of one of the particles, u I, v I, w I those of the other ; let R denote
the distance between the particles, e the charge on one of the
particles, e' the charge on the other ; let r denote the distance
of a point from the centre of the first particle, d the distance
of the same point from the centre of the second particle. We
shall suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that the pal~icles are
very small ; we shall calculate the kinetic energy of the system
and deduce the forces between the particles by means of
Lagrange's equations.

Effects produced by the Motion of Electrified Bodies.
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The kinetic energy
-~- ~ y y y ( F dd~'tf-t-G d~ + t t d1~
dt ) d=dyd~•
Now
F= I

u

1
d2 1 +
~+Vdxdy r W~r,]\

+ e, ( u , d ~ l + v,

~

--

+e

6

l + w , d~ 1

a'%

eq0u'3
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with similar expressions for G and H.

d / _ ± 7 e = ~ :+v d' :

+e'(u'D 7'7
with similar expressions for

1

dx---Yyr-7 + w' dx--~z
'
eh
and ~ . Since the particles

are supposed to be very small, we shall neglect those terms in
F which depend on a 2 and a/2.
The part of the kinetic energy we are concerned with involves the product e e/ : let us first calculate that part of it
arising from the product of that part of F due to e with that
pal~ of~a-~]~due to g.

We shall take the line joining the

particle as the axis of x; and for brevity we shall denote
/~ee' by z.
24~"
The "coefficient of u u / in the part of the kinetic energy we
are considering

a : + - j ) r ~-2

d=aydz.

:Now~ for values of r > R,
1
1 Rdl+n~
d~ 1
-7
r = r
dx r
2~. dx
--~ r - - " " ;
d~ 1

d2 1

"'" dx ~ r' = dx ~ r

d3 1 +

R ~.# 7'

....

Now~ since

d~ : = ( _ ) .

n!

Q.,

d.T n r

where Q~ is a zonal harmonic of the nth order ; and since the
product of two harmonics of different degrees integrated over
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the surface of a sphere vanishes~ we may substitute in the
d~ 1
- - 2; r / then, transforming to polars~ the
integral ~d ~ r1 f o r -dx
integral
~"~"/'"/' ®
1
=~!
! ! 4Q~sinSddpdvdr

Jo Joaa
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167rc
= 5R ;
for Values of r < R,
1
1

r

rQ1

y=~+-R~

rQ2

+~R~+ . . . .

Now r'Q~ is a solid harmonic of the nth order; hence
d2
d~ ~ (r Q~) is a solid harmonic of the ( n - 2 ) t h order ; and in
,

d2

particular ~

(r Q4) is a solid harmonic of the second order ;

and, by the same reasoning as before, we may substitute in the
1 d~ - 4~ d2 1
integral ~ ~ (r ~4) for dx~-~ rT. Now

~4Q~= 35 ~ - 3o,~(~ ~ + y~ +s z~) + 3 ( ~ + ~: + z~)~
... d~'~ ( ~ % ) = 1 ~ - -

6(~ ~+ ~) = I ~ Q ~ .

So for values of r < R the integral becomes
~Jo

,~o 2o 24Q, r smOdCd~?dr
24a~r
--

5R"

Adding this to the part of the integral for r > R, we get for
8~rq
the coefficient of uur, R " The coefficients of uv~ and uw ~
vanish by inspection.
The coefficient of vv I

=o.fffr2

d "2 1 d ~ l d x d y d z "
dxdy r dxd

~ow when r > R we may, by the same reasoning as before~
d2 1
d ~ r1 for -dx- dy -#- i n the integral~ and it becomes
substituLe dx---~

/'/'r 9 ~ ~
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or transforming to polars~

9cr~"S:~:sin~Oc°s28cos2C~sinOdd~dOdrr2
36~'a
= 15R"
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For values of r < R we may, by the same reasoning ~s befor%
1 d ~ ?,4
d2 1
substitute --R5 ~ d x ( Q 4 ) in the integral for - - ddy
x --r"
d~
.

d ~ y (~ Q')= - 12,~y;

making this substitution, the integral becomes
['['~36a?y2 dx d~

uoJJJ

"-- ~.~ L£

36r3sin30c°s~Oc°s~¢ddpdOdr

36~'o"
15g"
Hence, adding this to the part previously obtained for values
of r > R~ we see that the coefficient of vv ~ frolll ~q~

is zer%

and, similarly, the coefficient of ww~fi'om this part of the integl'al vanist~es.
~
d~
Let us now take the terms arising from
G
dx dy dz,
and tak% as before, the part arising from the product of that
part of G due to e with the part of ~/
dg due to eq

The eoeffi-

cient of uu ~ in this part will be the same as the coefficient of
vv / in the former part, and so will vanish.
The coefficient of vv I
=

jjj~,

dy~r

;2

d" r1
~ o w for values of ~ > R we may~ as before, substitute ~-y~

for ~

1 . and it becomes
3 2 ~,2
o

By transforming to polars, as before, this may be shown to be
-Phil. May. S. 5. Vol. 11. No. 68. A29ril 1881.
T
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For values of r < R we may~ as before, substitute
tr ~¢a) for ~

V in the integral

Now

d:
36g ~+ 12z~ - 4 8 x 2
d~ 2 (r4Q')=
S
;
... the integral
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( l ' ( ~ ( 3 y ~ - ~ ) ( 3 6 ~ + 12z~-48x~) dx dy d~
= ~jjj
~
-.
9~-~
B y transforming to polars~ this may be shown to be 5-R-"
Adding this to the part of the integral due to values of r > R,
we get for the coefficient of vv I,
5a~r
R
As before, the coefficients of uv t, vuI~ uw I, &e. disappear by
inspection.
The coefficient of ww ~
'
1 ~
1
dx @ dz ;
=
r'~ @ - - z r @ dz r'
d: 1
d~ 1
substituting, for values of r > R~ as before - - for - - - -in the integral, it becomes
dy dz r
dy dz ~v

~

ddd r
which, by transforming to polars, may be shown to be
1 d~
For values of r < R we may, as befor% substitute R~ dj dz
d~ 1
for dy'---~z -7
r in the integral. Now
d ~ ("%) =

12~--5R "
(~'*Q4)

On making this substitution, the integral
o" ~
9y~z2
3a~r
= ~
~-dxd~dz=
5R"
Adding this to the part obtained before~ we get for the coefficient of wwt~
] 2a~r 3 ~ r
5---R-- + -5R-' or 3¢1r.

~-[ dx dy dz which arises from that
dh
part of I4 due to e and that part of ~ - due to e~ we can see,
From the part of ,j.],j
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by the preceding work, that the coefficient of uu' is zero; the
coefficient ofv¢, 3a~r; and the coefficient of ww ~, 5a~. Adding,
we get the whole kinetic energy due to the vector-potential
arising from e and the electric displacement arising from e'

=

+3)ve+ (5 +3)ww')
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= ~ - (uu~+ v¢ + ww').
We can get that part of the kinetic energy due to the vectorpotential arising fl-om et and the electric displacement fi'om e
by writing e' for e, and u', v', w ~ for u, v, w respectively.
Henc%that part of the ldnetic energy which is multiplied by ee'
8"B'(T.

t

- -~(uu

+vv'+ww') ;

or~ substituting for (r its valu%

= ~R' (uu' + v¢ + w w ' ) .
Or if q and q' be the velocities of the spheres, and e the angle
between their directions of motion, this part of the kinetic
energy
#ee' t
= ~

qq cos e,

and the whole kinetic energy due to the electrification

(~_se2q
~
2e'2q'2ee '
)
-----t~
a + 1- 5- - -al + 3-R qq' cos e ""

(6)

I f x, y, z be the coordinates of the centre of one sphere,
x I, yl, z ~ those of the other, we may write the last part of the
kinetic energy in the form

3R -~ ~ + [lt d { + -~ dt ]"
By Lagrange's equations~ the force parallel to the axis of x
acting on the first sphere
-- dx

dt

ee' f.
= ~

( \d{ W

d.¢
+ d[ ~

d_ 1
4 dt dt ,l dx R

T2

dt \ dt / j ~
R
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with similar expressions for the components of the force
parallel to the axes of y and z.
From this we see that if ql be the acceleration of the second
sphere, the forces on the first sphere are an attraction
l~eet t
~ q q cos e along the line joining the centres of the spheres,
Izeet
a force-~R- ~/1 in the direction opposite to tho acceleration of
/*ee' d ( 1 )
the second sphere, and a force ~3-ql ~ i~ in the direction
opposite to the direction of motion of the second sphere.
There are, of course, corresponding forces on the second
sphere ; and we see that, unless both spheres move with equal
uniform velocities in the same direction, the forces on the two
spheres are not equal and opposite. If we suppose that the
two spheres are moving with uniform velocities q in the same
eel (,
.~_2);
~
direction, the repulsion between them is KUR~kl-or if c be the velocity of light in the medimn through which
ed [
q~
they are moving, the repulsion = X ~ , I - - 37~c~). Hence, if
the repulsion between two electrified particles is to be changed
into an attraction by means of their motion, their velocities
must exceed ~/3c; hence we should expect the molecular
streams in a vacuum-tube to repel each other, as we could not
suppose that the velocity of the particles forming these streams
is as great as that of light ; and Mr. Crookes has, in fact (see
Phil. Trans. 1879, part it.), experimentally determined that
they do repel each other.
It is remarkable that the law of force between two nmving
charged particles~ which we have deduced fi'om ]gaxwell's
theory, agrees with that assmned by Clausius, in his recent
researches on Electrodynamies (see Phil Mag. Oct. 1880);
but it differs from Weber's well-known law materially. According to Weber's law, the fo'rce does not depend on the
actual velocities of the particles, but only on their velocity
relative to each other, whereas, according to the laws we have
investigated, the forces depend on the actual velocities of the
particles as well as on their relative velocities : thus there is
a force between two charged particles moving with equal
velocities in the same direction, in which case, of course., the
relative velocity is nothing. It must be remarked that what
we have for convenience called the actual velocity of the particle is, in fact, the velocity of the particle relative to the
medium through which it is moving : thus, in equation (6),
9, q~ are the velocities of the first and second particles respectively relative to the medium whose magnetic permeability is/@.
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Clausius, in the paper previously referred to, explains the
various phenomena produced by currents by means of this law
of force, and the hypothesis that a current consists of streams
of opposite electricities moving in opposite directions. No%
since the expressions we have obtained for the force between
the particle do not depend on the specific inductive capacity
of the medium, but only on its magnetic permeability~ if we
make this assumption about the nature of a current, it follows
from Maxwell's theory that the electrodynamic phenomena
produced by a current of given strength do not depend on the
specific inductive capacity of the surrounding medimn, though
they do depend on its magnetic permeability.
Faraday, in his ~Experimental Researches' (§ 1709 an4
onwards), describes some experiments which he made to determine whether altering the surrounding medium produced any
change in the electromagnetic action of a current. The result
of the experiments was that he was unable to detect any such
change ; but in his experiments, though the specific inductive
capacities of the various media tried were very different, their
magnetic permeabilities were all of them very nearly unity.
X X X I V . T]teoretical Explanations of the Rectilinear Trans-

,,is ion ann Spo,ta eous

o/ Zou, a

L;aat.

B y Professor CH~kLLIS~ ~.A., F . R . S , F.R.A.S. ~"
H E N any disturbance is produced at a given position A
in an unlimited mass of elastic fluid of perfect fluidity,
W
defined by the relation p=a'~p between its pressure p and
density p, a2 being constant~ it is found by experience that
there will be a resulting state of the fluid at a point P, whoso
position is taken aS libitum, and at all intermediate points
between A arid P. In other words, there will be a rectilinear
transmission of effect from A to all surrounding points, without respect to the particular mode of disturbing the fluid. It
may be that a difference of effect in different directions may
depend on the mode of disturbance ; at the same time it~ is
found that a resulting disturbance is produced at all points,
whatever be the mode of disturbance. In treatises on hydrodynamics this remarkable fact is left out of consideration. I
know of none in which this problem has been solved~ or even
proposed. But it is an admitted principle that when the
fundamentals of any branch of applied science, after being
established by observation and experiment, have been ex* Communicated by the Author.

